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A PPENDIX A
U SEFUL K NOWN R ESULTS
Lemma A.1 (Minimal Spanning Tree, [1]): Let Xi , 1 ≤
i < ∞, denote independent random variables with values in
Rd , d ≥ 2, and let Mn denote the cost of a minimal spanning
tree of a complete graph with vertex set {Xi }ni=1 , where the
cost of an edge (Xi , Xj ) is given by Ψ(|Xi − Xj |). Here,
|Xi − Xj | denotes the Euclidean distance between Xi and Xj
and Ψ is a monotone function. For bounded random variables
and 0 < σ < d, it holds that as n∫ → ∞, with probability 1,
d−σ
d−σ
one has Mn ∼ c1 (σ, d) · n d · Rd f (X) d dX, provided
Ψ(x) ∼ xσ , where f (X) is the density of the absolutely
continuous part of the distribution of the {Xi }.
Lemma A.2 (Kolmogorov’s Strong LLN, [2]): Let {Xn }
be an i.i.d. sequence of random variables having finite mean:
for ∀n, E[Xn ] < ∞. Then, a strong law of large numbers
a.s.
(LLN) applies to the sample mean: X̄n −→ E[Xn ], where
a.s.
−→ denotes almost sure convergence.

A PPENDIX B
P ROOFS FOR S OME T HEOREMS

AND

L EMMAS

B.1 Proof of Lemma 6
We firstly give a basic lemma for the final proof.
Lemma B.1: For all social-broadcast sessions Sk (k =
1, 2, · · · , n) under the social model
∑nP(δ = 0, γ, β), with high
probability, the lower bounds on k=1 | EMST(Pk )| hold as
described in Table.B.1.
Proof: Let Nl denote the number of sessions with l
destinations. First of all, to simplify the proof, we let
(∑
)−1
n−1 −γ
Nl = n · Pr(qk = l) = n ·
j
· l−γ ,
j=1
which has no impact on the analysis in order sense according
to laws of larger numbers. Based on all Sk , define two sets
K1 := {k|qk = Θ(1)} and K∞ := {k|qk = ω(1)}. Then,
∑n
| EMST(Pk )| = Σ1 + Σ∞ ,
(B.1)
k=1
∑
∑
where Σ1 =
| EMST(Pk )|, Σ∞ =
| EMST(Pk )|.
k∈K1

k∈K∞

First, we consider Σ1 . Since for qk = Θ(1), it holds
1
that
∑ | EMST(Pk )| = Θ(|X 1− vk |), then we have Σ =
K , define a sequence of random
k∈K1 |X − vk |. For k ∈ √
|X
−
v
|/
variables ξk1 :=
n having finite mean: E[ξk1 ] =
k
√
E[|X − vk |]/ n, where E[|X − vk |] is presented in Lemma

√ ∑
2. Then, Σ1 = Θ( n · k∈K1 ξk1 ). Therefore, by Lemma A.2,
with probability 1,
∑
√
ξ 1 = Θ(|K1 | · E[|X − vk |/ n]),
1 k
k∈K

where |K1 | denotes the cardinality of K1 . Thus, we get that
with probability 1,
Σ1 = Θ(|K1 | · E[|X − vk |]).
∞

(B.2)

∞

Next, we consider Σ . For k ∈ K , all random variables
| EMST(Pk )| are independent; moreover, from Lemma 3,
with probability 1, | EMST(Pk )| = Ω(LP (β, qk )), where
LP (β, qk ) is defined in Eq.(10). Thus, with probability 1,
∑
∑n−1
Σ∞ ≥
n·(
j −γ )−1 · l−γ · LP (β, l). (B.3)
l:(1,n]

j=1

Finally, combining Eqs.(B.1), (B.2) and (B.3), we complete
the proof.
∑n
Then, we begin to prove Lemma 6. Since
k=1 qk =
∑n−1
∑n
Θ( l=1 n · Pr(qk = l) · l), we get k=1 qk = Q(γ), where

Θ(n),
γ > 2;




γ = 2;
 Θ(n log n),
Θ(n3−γ ),
1 < γ < 2;
Q(γ) =
(B.4)

2

Θ(n
/
log
n),
γ
=
1;



Θ(n2 ),
0 ≤ γ < 1.
∫ √n
Moreover, for all vk ∈ V, E[|vki − pki |] = Θ( 0 x ·
2
e−π·x dx), that is, E[|vki − pki |] = Θ(1). Thus, according
to Lemma A.2, with high probability,
∑n ∑qk
∑n
|vki − pki | = Θ(
qk ).
(B.5)
k=1

i=1

k=1

Finally, combining with Lemma B.1, we prove the lemma.
B.2 Proof of Lemma 7
For each√routing
tree Tk , denote
√
√ √ the number of cell, n, 2). From Lemma 4,
s∑ in V( n,√ 2)√ as N (Tk∑
n
n
k=1 N (Tk , n, 2) = Ω (
k=1 | EMST(Sk )|) . Combining with Lemma 6, we get that
∑ns
√ √
N (Tk , n, 2) = Ω(H(γ, β)),
k=1

where H(γ, β) is presented in Table.4. By pigeonhole principle, there is at least one cell that will be used by at least
Ω(H(γ, β)/n) sessions.
√ √ Since the total throughput capacity
of any cell in V( n, 2) is of order O(1), [3], it holds that
under any strategy the social-broadcast throughput is at most
of order O(n/H(γ, β)) due to the congestion in some cells.
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TABLE
∑B.1
n
Lower Bounds on k=1 | EMST(Pk )|

HH γ
β H
H

γ > 3/2

β>2

γ = 3/2

Ω(n)

Ω(n log n)

Ω(n · log n)

β=2

2− β
2

1 < γ < 3/2

1<β<2

Ω(n

β=1

Ω(n3/2 /

)
√

0≤β<1

Ω(n3/2 )

Ω(n

Ω(n · (log n)2 )
· log n)
√
· log n)

Ω(n

Ω(n3/2

· log n)

Ω(n3−γ )

B.4 Proof of Lemma 9
By the proposed construction of EST, we have that
∑n
EST(Sk ) = O(ΣA + Σvp + Σr )

(B.6)

k=1

where
∑n
k=1

| EMST(Ak )|, Σvp =

∑n

∑n

∑qk

k=1

i=1
1

|vki − pki |
∞

mini {|vk −vki |}. Let ΣA = Σ +Σ , where
∑
∑
1
∞
Σ =
| EMST(Ak )|, Σ =
| EMST(Ak )|.

and Σr =

k=1

k∈K∞

k∈K1

By similar procedures to Eqs.(B.2) and (B.3), we obtain that
Σr
Σ

1

∞

Σ

Σvp

= O(n · E[|X − vk |]),

√

Ω(n3−γ /

In addition, there are at most Θ(log n) simultaneous links
terminating (or initiating) in I since it contains Θ(log n) nodes
inside. By the pigeonhole principle, there exists a link whose
load is of Ω(LoadI / log n). Then, the lemma follows from
α
Ru,v = O((log n)− 2 ).

(B.7)

= O(|K | · E[|X − vk |]),
(B.8)
∑
∑n−1 1
−1 n
) · γ · LP (β, l), (B.9)
=
(
l:(1,n]
j=1 j γ
l
∑n
= Θ(
qk ).
(B.10)
1

k=1

Combining Eq.(B.6) and Eqs.(B.7-B.10), we get the lemma.

5 −γ
2

7 −γ− β
2
2

Ω(n3/2

Ω(n

B.3 Proof of Lemma 8
√
√
Denote an island in V( n, 13 log n) by I. For a link, say
u → v, where
√ the receiver v is located in I, its length
is |uv| = Ω( log n), then the capacity of this link is not
−α
α
larger than B log2 (1 + P ·|uv|
) = O((log n)− 2 ). Consider
N0
the initial transmission load of I, by the tails of Binomial
distribution and union bounds, we have that with uniformly
high
the initial transmission load of each cell in
√
√ probability,
V( n, 13 log n), denoted by LoadI , is of order

Ω(log n),
γ > 2;




γ = 2;
 Ω((log n)2 ),
Ω(log n · n2−γ ), 1 < γ < 2;
LoadI =


Ω(n),
γ = 1;



Ω(n · log n),
0 ≤ γ < 1.

ΣA =

)

Ω(log n · n

2− β
2

log n)

5 −γ
2

)

)

log n)

γ=1

0≤γ<1

Ω(n3/2 / log n)

Ω(n3/2 )

Ω(n3/2 )

Ω(n3/2 · log n)

Ω(n(5−β)/2 / log n)
Ω(n2 /(log n)3/2 )

Ω(n(5−β)/2 )
√
Ω(n2 / log n)

Ω(n2 / log n)

Ω(n2 )

A PPENDIX C
S UPPLEMENTARY
B OUNDS
C.1

C ONTENT

FOR

L OWER

Routing Backbone System

For the sake of succinctness, we first introduce a notion called
scheme lattice by modifying the lattice in [3].
Definition C.1 (Scheme Lattice,
√ [3]): Divide the deployment region/torus O(n) = [0, n]2 into a lattice consisting
of square cells of side length
√ b, we call the lattice scheme
lattice and denote it by L( n, b, θ), where θ ∈ [0, π/4] is the
minimum angle between the sides of the deployment region
and produced cells.
Our social-broadcast schemes are based on two types of
routing backbones, i.e., highways and parallel arterial roads.
C.1.1 Highway System
The√ highways
are built based on scheme lattice
√
L( n, c2 , π/4), as illustrated in Fig.C.1. Then, there
⌈√ √ ⌉2
are m2 cells, where m =
n/ 2c . A cell is non-empty
2
(open) with the probability of p → 1 − exp(−c√
), as
√ n → ∞,
independently from each other. Based on L( n, c2 , π/4),
draw a horizontal edge across half of the squares, and a
vertical edge across the others, to obtain a new lattice as
described in Fig.C.1. An edge ~ in the new lattice is open
if the cell crossed by ~ is open, and call a path comprised
of edges in the new lattice (Fig.C.1) open if it contains
only open edges. Based on an open path penetrating the
deployment region, as illustrated
√ √ in Fig.C.1, we choose a
node from each cell in L( n, c2 , π/4) corresponding to the
edge of open path, call this node highway-station, connect
a pair of highway-stations in two adjacent cells, and finally
obtain a crossing path, and call it highway, as in Fig.C.1.
For
√ a√given constant κ > 0, partition the scheme lattice
L( n, c2 , π/4) into horizontal (or vertical) rectangle slabs
V
of size m×κ√log m (or κ log m×m), denoted by RH
i (or Ri ),
n
where m = √2c . Denote the number of disjoint horizontal (or
V
H
V
vertical) highways within RH
i (or Ri ) by Ni (or Ni ). The
next lemma follows.
Lemma C.1: ( [4]) For any κ and p ∈ (5/6, 1) satisfying
2 + κ log(6(1 − p)) < 0, there exists a η = η(κ, p) such that
lim Pr[N h ≥ η log m] = 1, lim Pr[N v ≥ η log m] = 1,

m→∞

where N

m→∞

H

=

mini NiH

and N

V

= mini NiV .
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Fig. C.1. Building Horizontal and Vertical Highways.
The highways can be scheduled
√ √ by a 9-TDMA scheme
based on scheme lattice L( n, c2 , π/4), [4]. By a similar
procedure to Theorem 3 in [4], it can be proven that all
highways can sustain w.h.p. the rate of order Ω(1).
C.1.2 Parallel Arterial Road System (P-AR system)
The P-AR√ system
√ is constructed based on nthe scheme
lattice L( n, 3 log n, 0). Then, there are 9 log
n cells in
√
√
L( n, 3 log n, 0), called AR-cells. Denote√ each row (or
n
column) by R̃hi (or R̃vi ), where i ∈ [1, 3√log
]. Then, by
n
n
Chernoff bounds, for all 9 log n AR-cells, the number of nodes
is w.h.p.within [ 92 log n, 18 log n].
In the center
√ of each AR-cell, we set a smaller square of
side length 2 log n, as illustrated in Fig.C.2, call it stationcell. Then, it holds that for all station-cells, there are, w.h.p.,
at least 2 log n nodes.
The horizontal arterial roads in R̃hi is constructed
by using
√
n
the following operations: Firstly, for all 3√log
station-cells
n
in R̃hi , choose 2 log n nodes from each station-cell, called
parallel AR-stations. Secondly, connect those parallel ARstations in the station-cells contained in the edge-adjacent ARcells in a one-to-one pattern, as illustrated in Fig.C.2. In a
similar way, we can construct the vertical arterial roads. We
say that two arterial roads are disjoint if no station is shared
by them. According to the procedure of construction above,
there are 2 log n disjoint horizontal
√vertical) arterial roads
√ (or
in every row (or column) of L( n, 3 log n, 0).
A 4-TDMA scheme, as depicted in Fig. C.2, is adopted to
schedule arterial roads. The main technique called parallel
transmission scheduling is: Instead of scheduling only one
link in each activated station-cell (or cell) in each time
slot, we consider scheduling 2 log n links initiating from the
same station-cell (or cell) together. It can be proven that this
modification increases the total throughput for each cell by
order of Θ(log n), compared with only scheduling one link
in each cell. To be specific, each P-AR can sustain a rate of
α
λAR = Θ((log n)− 2 ).
C.1.3 Access Paths to P-AR System (P-APs)
We call those links, along which the nodes outside drain the
packets to P-AR system or the stations in P-AR system deliver
the packets to the nodes outside, parallel access paths (P-APs).

Fig. C.2. Parallel Arterial Roads. The shaded station-cells
can be scheduled simultaneously. In any time slot, there
are 2 log n concurrent links initiated from every activated
station-cell.
For every node outside parallel arterial roads, say v, where
v ∈ R̃vj and v ∈ R̃hi , it drains the data packets into a parallel
AR-station located in the adjacent AR-cell in R̃vj , denoted by
Sp (v), by a single hop called parallel draining path (Please
see the illustration in Fig.C.3(a)); and receives the packets
from the station, located in the adjacent AR-cell in R̃hi , of a
specific arterial road by a single hop called parallel delivering
path (Please see the illustration in Fig.C.3(b)). Specifically,
each AR-cell is further divided into 2 log n subsquares, called
n/λ
9
parallel assignment cell (PA-cell), of area 9 2log
= 2λ
.
log n
Connect all nodes in the same PA-cell with the same P-AR
station in the adjacent AR-cell to build the P-APs.
A 2-TDMA scheme is capable to schedule the draining
paths (delivering paths, resp.) except those initiating from
(terminating
to, resp.) nodes in R̃hδ (R̃vδ , resp.), where δ =
√
n
√
, and use an additional 1-TDMA scheme to schedule
3 log n
other draining paths (delivering paths, resp.). Please see the
illustrations in Fig.C.3(a) and Fig.C.3(b). Then, it follows
that the rate of each parallel access path, including parallel
draining and parallel delivering paths, can also be sustained
α
of λAR = Θ((log n)− 2 ).
C.2

Social-Broadcast Schemes

For any social-broadcast session Sk , denote the set of all edges
in the Euclidean spanning tree EST(Sk ) by Ek .
C.2.1 Assignment of Backbones
Now, we determine which backbones, including highway and
AR, can be used by a specific communication-pair, i.e., a link
u → v ∈ Ek .
Assignment of Arterial Roads: Denote the vertical P-AR
passing through the parallel AR-station Sp (u) by ARV
p (u);
and denote the horizontal P-AR passing through the parallel
AR-station Sp (v) by ARH
p (v).
Assignment of Highways: Recall from Lemma C.1 that
V
in each horizontal (or vertical) rectangle slab RH
i (or Ri ) of
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ported along the parallel ARs (first parallel vertical AR
H
ARV
p (u) then horizontal one ARp (v)) by a Manhattan
routing pattern to the parallel AR-station Sp (v); and this
station delivers the packets to v.
When all links in Ek are checked, merge the same edges (hops)
and remove the circles that cannot break the connectivity
of EST(Sk ). Finally, we obtain the corresponding socialbroadcast routing trees.
(a) Parallel Draining Paths

(b) Parallel Delivering Paths

Fig. C.3. (a) The shaded cells can be scheduled simultaneously. All draining paths
√ except those initiating from
n
nodes in Rhδ , where δ = 3√log
, can be scheduled once
n
16 log n
in 2 × 2 log n = 16 time slots. In each slot, 2 log n links
can be scheduled simultaneously. Here, 16 log n is the
maximum number of nodes in each cell, and 2 log n is
the number of stations in each cell. In addition, the nodes
in Rhδ drain packets to the stations in Rhδ−1 , and those
log n
access paths can be scheduled by additional 16
2 log n = 8
time slots. (b) The shaded station-cells can be scheduled simultaneously. All delivering paths except those
terminating to nodes in Rvδ , can be scheduled once in
log n
2 × 16
2 log n = 16 time slots. In each slot, 2 log n links can
be scheduled simultaneously. In addition, the nodes in
Rvδ receive packets from the stations in Rvδ−1 , and those
log n
access paths can be scheduled by additional 16
2 log n = 8
time slots.
area

√
√
n × κ 2c · log
√
√n
2c

√
√n
2c

√
(or κ 2c · log

√
√n
2c

√
× n), there are

at least η · log
horizontal (or vertical) highways. Divide
further each horizontal (or vertical)
slab
into horizontal (or
√
√
√
√
vertical) slice of area n × κ η2c (or κ η2c × n). Choose any
√
√n
2c

η · log
highways from each slab, and define an arbitrary
bijection from those highways to the slices. For any node u
V
located in a horizontal slice SliceH
j (or vertical slice Slicej ),
the packets initiating from u and terminating to v are assigned
to the horizontal highway HH (u) and vertical highway HV (v)
V
that are mapped to the slices SliceH
j and Slicej , respectively.
C.2.2 Social-Broadcast Routing Schemes
For each social-broadcast session Sk with a Euclidean spanning tree EST(Sk ), we build two types of social-broadcast
routing trees by two corresponding schemes, denoted by Bp&h
and Bp .
For each edge u → v ∈ Ek :
Under Bp&h , u drains the packets into the parallel AR-station
Sp (u) along a specific P-AP; the packets are transported
along the vertical parallel AR ARV
p (u) to the assigned
horizontal highway HH (u); the packets are carried along
HH (u) and then the vertical highway HV (v); the packets
are transported along ARH
p (v) to the parallel AR-station
Sp (v); and this station delivers the packets to v.
Under Bp , u drains the packets into the assigned parallel ARstation Sp (u) along a specific P-AP; the packets are trans-

C.3 Proof of Theorem 6
Define an event Eventk (B, v) as: Session Sk is routed through
v under the scheme B in the corresponding phase.
C.3.1 Under Scheme Bp&h
For a highway-station [5], say v H , we can get that
Pr(Eventk (Bp&h , v)) = O( n1 · (| EST(Sk )| + qk · log n)). By
laws of larger numbers, the load of highway-station v H in the
H
highway
denoted by Load(v H ), holds
)=
∑phase,
∑n that Load(v
n
1
2
O( n · ( k=1 | EST(Sk )| + min{log n · k=1 qk , n })). Combining the fact that v H can sustain the rate of order Θ(1) in
highway phase, we get the throughput during highway phase
as follows:
ΛH = Ω(n/(H(γ, β) + min{log n · Q(γ), n2 })),

(C.1)

where H(γ, β) and Q(γ) are defined in Table.4 and Eq.(B.4),
respectively. Similarly, we get the throughput in AR phase,
√
ΛAR = Ω(λAR · n/ min{ log n · Q(γ), n2 }),
(C.2)
where λAR = Ω((log n)− 2 ) is the rate of parallel AR-station
in AR phase.
According to the principle of bottleneck, combining
Eqs.(C.1) and (C.2), we obtain the achievable throughput
ΛBp&h .
α

C.3.2 Under Scheme Bp
For a parallel AR station, say v pa , it can sustain the rate of
α
order Ω((log n)− 2 ). By a similar analysis method, we get the
achievable throughput ΛBp by
√
1−α
ΛBp = Ω((log n) 2 · n/(H(γ, β) + log n · Q(γ))). (C.3)

A PPENDIX D
A VALIDATION OF P OPULATION -BASED S OCIAL
M ODEL
In this section, we provide the validation of our model via
Google+ users’ dataset, [6], [7].
D.1 Google+ Dataset
Google+ was opened to everyone 18 years of age or older on
September 20, 2011. It provides each user with an incoming
friend list (i.e., “have you in circles”), an outgoing friend list
(i.e., “in your circles”) and a profile page. In other words, “u
is a friend of v” means that “u is in the circles of v”.
We adopted the daily snapshots of public Google+ social
network structures and user profiles on October 11, 2011.
The used dataset consists of 13090 users distributed on 724
locations in USA. Please see the illustration in Fig.D.1.
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Fig. D.1. Geographical Distribution of Google+ Users.

As illustrated in Fig.D.1, users are distributed in an inhomogeneous pattern. Particularly, it shows that there are only several
“center points”, which matches the assumption of our centerclustering random model (CCRM) that the whole distribution
of users generates based on a constant number of center points.
Note that for the capacity scaling issue, our CCRM with exact
one center point is equivalent to the extended CCRM with a
constant number of center points.
Then, the geographical distribution of Google+ users can
be regarded as a real-world approximation of our centerclustering random model (CCRM).
D.3 Degree Distribution of Google+ Users
Recall that we assume that the number of friends of a particular
node vk ∈ V, denoted(by qk , follows
a Zipf’s distribution [8],
∑n−1 −γ )−1 −γ
· l . We validate the
i.e., Pr(qk = l) =
j=1 j
Zipf’s degree distribution of social relations by investigating
the negative linear correlation between Y and X, where X =
log Kout with Kout representing an outgoing degree, and Y =
log Nout (Kout ).
In dataset of Google+, the relationships between Y and X
is described as Fig.D.2. It shows that the relationship tendency
is approximated to a line segment with negative slope, which
basically matches our proposed model.
D.4 Validation of Population-Based Model
Let d(u, v) denote the distance between user u and user v; let
D(u, v) denote the disk centered at u with a radius d(u, v); and
let N (u, v) denote the number of nodes in the disk D(u, v).
Furthermore, we define a variable
I(u, v) = 1 · {v is a friend of u}.
We validate the power-law degree distribution of social
formation by investigating the negative linear correlation
between Y and X, where X = lg N with N denoting a
number of nodes, and
)
(∑
<u,v>∈E 1 · {N (u, v) = N }
∑
,
Y = lg
u,v∈V 1 · {N (u, v) = N }
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Fig. D.2. Social Degree Distribution of Google+ Users.
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Fig. D.3. Population-based Social Probability Distribution
of Google+ Users.

with V and E denoting the set of all users and the set of all
social links, respectively.
In dataset of Google+, the relationships between Y and
X is described as Fig.D.3. It shows that the relationship
tendency is approximated very coarsely to a line segment with
negative slope. The experimental result also basically validates
our proposed model, although it does not perfectly match.
The main reason of mismatch lies in the fact that: (1) The
locations of users in the dataset are coarse-grained, and are
indeed estimated in the experiments. This reduces the accuracy
of experiments. (2) Based on this dataset, more than 90%
results fall within the part with X > 3. The accumulation
of experimental errors here leads to a “bloated” tail in the
validation graph.
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